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ABSTRACT 
A digraph D(A) is called primitive if and only if A, the (0, 1) connection matrix of 
D(A), is primitive. The exponent of primitivity of D(A) is defined to be 3'(D(A)) = 
min{k ~ Z+: A k >> 0}, where Z+ denotes the set of positive integers. In a recent 
paper, we have proved the conjecture 3"(D(A)) ~ (m - 1) 2 + 1 due to Robert E. 
Hartwig and Michael Neumann, where m is the degree of the minimal polynomial of 
A. In this paper, we characterize the equality case of the upper bound 3'(D(A)) < (m 
- 1 )  2 + 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
For all terminology and notation used here we follow [1]. 
We shall use the notation i --* j and i -o j  to denote, respectively, that 
there is a directed edge from vertex i to vertex j, and that there is not. The 
distance d(i, j )  from vertex i to vertex j is the minimal length of a path 
linking vertex i to vertex j. The symbols D and DAk denote, respectively, the 
k diameter of D(A)  and that of D(A  ). We also designate the letters m and s 
to denote, respectively, the degree of the minimal polynomial and the length 
of the shortest circuit in D(A).  
A = (aij), the (0, 1) connection matrix of D(A),  is defined as follows: 
aij = 1 if and only if i ~ j, aij = 0 if and only if i -o j. 
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Some well-known facts concerning nonnegative matrices which we shall 
use are the following. 
I + A + . . .  +A o >> 0, 
A +A 2 + ' "  +A D+I >> 0, 
(Ak) i j  > 0 ¢*  i L j  in D(A) ,  
k 
A k >> 0** i~ j  forany i , j  ~V(D(A) ) .  
Thus, in particular, if (Ak)ii > O, then the vertex i lies on a closed path of 
length k in D(A).  Also it is known that D ~< m - 1. 
Suppose a 1 . . . . .  a t is a set of distinct positive integers with 
gcd(a 1 . . . . .  a t) = 1. Then we define ~(a 1 . . . . .  a t) to be the least integer m 
such that every integer k >~ m can be expressed in the form k = cla 1 
+ "'" q -e ta t ,  where c I . . . . .  c t are some nonnegative integers. A well-known 
result due to Schur shows that dP(a 1 . . . . .  a t) is well defined when 
gcd(a 1 . . . . .  a t) = 1. 
2. SOME LEMMAS AND THE PREL IMINARY THEOREM 
DEFINmON 2.1. The digraph B n is defined as follows: V(B  n) = 
{1,2 . . . . .  n} and E(B  n) = {(n - 1,1)} U {( i , i  + 1): 1 ~<i ~< n}, where the 
operation + is taken modulo n. 
LEMMA 2.1. T(D(A) )  = (n - 1) 2 + 1 i f andon ly  i fD(A)  is isomorphic 
to B n, where  n is the number  o f  the vertices in D(A) .  
LEMMA 2.2 [2]. Let  A be an n × n nonnegative matr ix wi th  l distinct 
eigenvalues. Then D(A)  contains a circuit o f  length not greater than 1. 
LEMMA 2.3. I f  A is an m × n matrix,  b = (b 1, b 2 . . . . .  bin) T, and X = 
(x  1, x z . . . . .  x , )  ~, then: 
(1) The equation AX = b has a solution i f  and only i f  rank A - -  
rank( A, B). 
(2) Suppose b = (0, 0 . . . . .  O) T. Then 
if rank A = n, then AX = b has the sole solution X --- (0, 0 . . . . .  0)T; 
if rank A ~< n - 1, then AX = b has nonzero solutions. 
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THEOREM 2.1. I f  y (D(A) )  = (m - 1) .2 + 1, then D(A)  must satisfij 
either o f  the fol lowing two cases: 
(1) s = D. 
(2) s =D+ 1, m =D+ 1, and A °+ l = aA + bI, where a, b > O. 
The main idea of the proof of Theorem 2.1 is to check all the theorems 
and lemmas in [1] to see whether or not the equality" ease y(D(A) )  = (m - 
1) 9 + 1 is accessible. This is not difficult, but the procedure is very long and 
tedious, so we omit all of the proof. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose B, C c V(D(A) ) .  We define the following 
notation: 
B ~ C: b ~c  for anyb  ~B and for anyc  ~ C. 
B :~ C: b ~c  for anyb  ~B and for anyc  ~ C. 
B ~ C: for any b I ~ B there exists some c 1 ~ C such that b I ~ c 1, and 
also for any c 2 ~ C there exists some b e ~ B such that b 2 ~ c 2. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A digraph ED+ 1 is defined as follows: V(ED+ 1) = 
U/D=0 Ai, where every A i is nonemp~, IA 0] = 1, and A i (~ Aj = Q~ for any 
i v~j; the only edges of Eo+l are A o ~AI ,  A o ~A l ~A 2 ~ "" ~A D 
:=~ A 0 . 
By Definition 3.2, we know the digraph ED+ 1 is not unique, since I A~I, 
1 ~< i ~ D, is arbitrary and the edges from A D to A l are not uniquely 
specified. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose s = D. Then T (D(A) )  = D 2 + 1 i f  and only i f  
D( A)  is isorru~rphic to some digraph ED+ i. 
Proof. The proof of sufficiency is trivial, and so we just prove the 
necessity. 
Since T(D(  A))  = D 2 + 1, there exist two vertices j ,  k ~ V(D(  A)) such 
D 2 
that j -/+ k. It is easy to prove that neither j nor k lies on a closed path whose 
length is D. Suppose a 1--+a 2-+ "- ~a  D ~a I is a dosed path whose 
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length is D, so for any 1 ~< i ~< D there exist x i and Yi such that 
xi Yi 
l<~xi ,  Yi<~D and j~a i~k .  
Let  Pi = xi q- Yi. 
I f  p~<D for some 1 ~<i ~<D, since dp(D+ 1, D)+p~ <~D(D+ 1)+ 
D 2 
D = D 2, then j --* k; this is a contradiction. I f D + 2 < p~ ~< 2D for some 
1 ~<i ~<D, since Pi +(p~-D-2)D +(2D-p~XD+ 1)=D 2, then 
D e 
j ~ k, also a contradiction. Therefore we have Pi = xi + Yi = D + 1 for any 
xi Yi 
1 ~< i ~< D and any x i, Yi such that 1 ~< x i, Yi <<- D and j ~ a i ~ k. 
Next we will prove there exists some l such that 1 ~< l ~< D and x I = 1. 
Let x z=min{x~: 1~<i ~<D}. If  x 1>/2, then Y l=D+ 1-x  t ~<D-  1. 
Note that 
• xl-1 Yl l+Xl-l+Yl 
J ' a l -1  ---> al , k ,  i.e., j ~ k, 
and l < l  +x l_ l  +y l<~l  +xt_ l  +D-  l <<,2D, so l +xl_~ +yt=D 
+ 1 = x l + Yt, i.e., x l_ 1 = xz -- 1, contradicting the choice of x z. 
Without loss of generality, nowwe suppose x 1 = 1. For any 0 ~< i ~< D - 
1 we can prove x~+ 1 =x i+  1=i  + 1, Y~+I =D+ 1- ( i  + 1 )=D- i ,  
and 
X 
j -~ ai+ 1 forany xCx~+ 1 suchthat l  <~x~<D+i .  (3.1) 
For any 1 ~<i ~< D we define A i = {b ~ V(D(A) ) :  d ( j ,b )= i}. By(3.1) 
we know d(j ,  a i) = i, i.e., a i ~ Ai, where 1 ~< i ~< D. 
For anyb  i~A i and any l, l <~ l <<. D, such that b i~ /a i+ 1(if i+  1 =D 
+ 1, we define ao+ 1 = k), since 
i l i+l 
j---~ bi ---~ ai+l, i.e., j---~ ai+l, 
by (3.1) we have l = 1, i.e., A i ~ ai+ 1 for any 1 ~< i < D. For any bi_ 1 
Ai-1 (if i -  1-- -0,  we define A 0---{j}) and any l, l<<.l<~D, such that 
bi-1 I bi" since 
1 i+ l  
j i -1  b i _ l  :, b i ~ ai+ 1, i . e . ,  j ~ a i+ l ,  
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by (3.1) we have l = 1, i.e., A i_ i :=~ Ai. Therefore we have proved j = A 0 
~A 1 ~A,2~ ... ~AD~k.  
D e 
If" k ~A1,  since 1 +(D+ 1) (D-1)=D "2, then j - -+k,  which is a 
contradiction, so k ff A 1. I f  k ~ A, for some i such that 2 ~< i ~< D, then 
. i -1  
j ----0 ai_ 1 ~k ,  
i.e., x~_l + Y~-1 = i - 1 + 1 = i "~ D + 1, which is also a contradiction. So 
k ~ A~ for any 1 ~< i ~ D; then we have j = k. ( I f j  =~ k, then d( j ,  k )  > D, 
as k ff 10 ~ 1A~--a contradiction.) 
For any bi, b I ~ A~, 1 ~ i <~ D, such that b~ =~ b I, if b~ -+ b I, then 
i i t 
j -+ bi --.e ai+ l and j -.+ bi --+ bi -+ ai+ t , 
contradicting (3.1). Therefore we have A i ~* A i for any 1 ~ i ~< D. 
Since the length of the shortest circuit is s = D, by (3.1) it is easy to 
prove A l~*A m for any 1 and m such that 1 ~<1, m ~< D and l~  m-  
1 (rood D). 
Note that a D ~ a 1. I f  b D =~ A 1 for some b D E AD, then we can prove 
bt) ~ a D and d(bD, a D) > D, which is a contradiction. Similarly, if A o ~ b 1 
for some b~ ~ A1, then b I 4= a 1 and d(al ,  b 1) > D, also a contradiction. 
Therefore A~ --+ A t, and we complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. II 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose s = D. Then T(D(A))  = (m - 1) 2 + 1 i f  and 
only i f  D(A)  is iso~ru)rphic to B,,. 
Proof. The proof of sufficiency is trivial, and so we just prove the 
necessity. 
In [1, Theorem 3.4], we have proved T(D(A) )  ~< D e + 1 if s = D. Since 
y(D(A) )=(m-  1) 2 + 1, we have rn -  1 =D and "y(D(A) )  =D 2 + 1. 
By Theorem 3.1, D(A)  is isomorphic to Eo+ i. 
Now we prove ]Ai[ = 1 for any 1 ~ i ~< D. I f  there exists some i, 
1 ~< i ~< D, such that ]A i] >/2, then we can suppose {j, k} c Ai. Let e( j )  be 
the usual j th  unit column space. By the definition of Eo+ l, it is easy to prove 
at least one of the following two cases is true: 
(1) Ae( j )  = Ae(k) ;  
(2) e( j ) rA  = e(k) rA .  
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Then det A = 0 is always true, so A = 0 is an eigenvalue of A, and the 
minimal polynomial of A is A D+ I = aD A°  + aD_ IA  D-1 + "'" +a lA ,  from 
which we have (AD+l)aa = aD(AD)aa. This can't be true, because a E A 0 
lies on a closed path with the length of D + 1, but a doesn't lie on a closed 
path with the length D. Therefore [A i] = 1 for any 1 ~< i ~< D, from which 
D(A)  is isomorphic to B n. • 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose s = D + 1, m = D + 1, and A D+ 1 = aA + bI, 
where  a ,b  > O. Then y (D(A) )=(m-  1) 2 + 1 if and only i f  D(A)  is 
isomorphic to the complete graph K n (n >1 3) and A 2 = (n - 2)A + (n - 
I)t. 
Proof. The proof of sufficiency is trivial, and so we just prove the 
necessity. 
Suppose D(A)  is not isomorphic to K n, i.e., D >~ 2. Since s = m = D + 
1, by Lemma 2.2, A has D + 1 distinct eigenvalues, i.e., Spec A = 
{/~1' )t2 . . . . .  J~r, ~r+l , '~r+l  . . . . .  l~r+t ,~r+t}  , where r + 2t  = D + 1, A i is a 
real eigenvalue for any 1 ~ i ~< r, At+ i and --At+ i are conjugate complex 
eigenvalues for any 1 <,< i <<. t, A 1 is a Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue, and the 
multiplicities of A 1, A 2 . . . . .  At, ~tr+ 1,-~r+l . . . . .  )tr+t,--At+ t in the characteris- 
t ! tic polynomial are, respectively, 1, n e . . . . .  nr, nr+ l, nr+ 1 . . . . .  nr+t, nr+ t. 
Since A D+ 1 = aA + bI  and b > O, every eigenvalue of A is nonzero. Note 
that s = D + 1, so trace(A k) = 0 for all k = 1,2 . . . . .  D, i.e., 
t - -  
A 1 + . . .  +nrA  r + nr+lAr+ 1 + nr+l~tr+ 1 -¢- . . .  
+ nr+tAr+ t + n~+t~r+ t = O, 
2 n t ~2 A21 + "'" +nrA2r + nr+lAr+l  + r+l r+l ~t- . . .  
2 ¢ --2 
-~ nr+t l~r+t  -~ nr+t l~r+ t = O, (3.2) 
D I --D A D + ... +nr  AD + nr+lA~+l + nr+lAr+ 1 + ... 
D t --D 
+ n~+tA~+ t + n~+tAr+ t = O. 
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Since all h~'s are distinct, it is obvious, by real polynomial theory, that 
n~+ i = n',+ i for any 1 ~ i ~ t, and then Equation (3.2) is 
hl + "'" +nrhr + rtr+l(hr+l + At÷l) + n~+2hr+'2 
+ rtr+2"Ar+ 2 + "'" +rtr+tAr+ t + nr+t--)tr+ t = O, 
(3 .3 )  
- -D  q_ D - -D + n~+2A~+, 2 + . . . .  n~+tA~+ t + nr+tA~+ t = 0. 
By Lemma 2.3, we have 
rank(a~ "'" hr ar+,+A~+~ a~+e A~+2 "'" h~+t _h~+',, 
<D,  
i.e., 
0 = det( ai "'" a, ar+~ -~ ~r*] /~r+2 "~r+2 "'" Ar+l ~r+l  
hi' ... ay aL ,  +XL ,  a,+, _ . . .  
det[ a 1 "'" A~ At+ l )t,.+2 A~+2 "'" "A,-+, 
a, ~ ... a~ a?+~ ;/+2 at+, ' 
+ 
t At+2 At+2 Ar+t 
=R(A,  . . . . .  a,, M2,L÷2 . . . . .  L~t ) (< +&) ,  
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where  a( ) t  1 . . . . .  /~r, /~r+2, ~r+2 . . . . .  --)[r+t ) ~ O, 
R1 = * r+ l  1-'I ( * r+ l  -- * i ) '  
~i~/= ~r+l, ~r~l 
X i ~ Spec A 
R2 =~r+l I-I (~tr+l -- /~i), 
}~i~ }~r+ ], }[r+l 
X i~ Spec A 
and R 1 + R 2 = 0. Note  the conjugate complex  e igenvalues in Spec A appear 
as pairs; thus 
n l  = "~r+l 1--I ( '~r+ 1 -  ~ i )= "Xr+ 1 V I  
Ai:/:1~r+ l, ~r+ 1 Ai s~ hr+ l, ~r+ l
hi~ Spec A hi~ Spec A 
( '~r+l  -- /~i) = a2,  
so we have R 1 = rl)/-~-~ 1,  where  r 1 is real and r 1 :/: 0, since IRll :~ 0. 
On the other hand, since )t i ~ Spec A is the root o f  the equat ion 
xO+ 1 _ ax - b = 0, by Vieta's theorem,  
*1-]- "'" q-*r  q- ( * r+ l  q- ~r+l )  -]- *r+2 -]- fftr+2 "~- "'" 
"}- hr+t + --~r+t = O, 
- -D - I  D - I  - -D - I  *D-1 - ] - ' "~- i~D- l~- (* rD+l l -~-~r+l ) '~*r+2 -~- /~r+2 ~- ''" 
D- I  - -D - I  
+ A~+ t + At+ t =0.  
(3 .4)  
The  equat ion (3.3) minus  the equat ion (3.4) then gives 
(n2  - 1)A2 + "'" -~- (~/r -- i ) /~r  -~- (n r+ l  -- 1 ) ( /~r+l  -]- ~r+l )  
+(nr+ 2 -- 1))%+ 2 + "'" +(nr+ t - -  1)-~r+ t = 0, 
--D 1 (n2  - l )  AD-1 + "'" +(nr  - 1)Ar D- t  + (nr+ l  - 1)(~rD+l 1 -]- ~r+l  ) (3 .5 )  
+(nr+ 2 1) D-1 --D-1 -- /~r+2 "~ "'" ~-(nr+t O. -- 1))It+ t = 
I f  n~ -= 1 for all 2 ~< i ~< r + t, then m = n, where  n is the number  o f  
vertices in V(D(A) ) ,  so s = D + 1 = m = n, which  can't be true because o f  
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the primitivity of D(A) .  So n i - 1 cannot all be 0; by Lemma 2.3 as above, 
we have 
h 2 "'" h~ hr+l +A~+I At+2 A~+2 
0 = det . . . .  
~J ,  ... ~' -~ ~-?  + X~-~ 1 A,~,+~ --~,,,+~ 
"'" I~r+t ~l~r+t I 
J ... ;/~,~ ~,1  
- -  t 
= J~t(/~ 2 . . . . .  t~r,l~r+2,~r+2 . . . . .  /~r+t) (  R , ~- /~2),  
where 
hiv~h I, A~+I,X~+t 
A ~ Spec A 
I-I ;,,), 
A, ~ Spec A 
1~'(t~2''''' l~r, &r*2, ~r+2 . . . . .  ~/~r+t) 5t= 0,  and  RPl q- R 2 = 0.  
Similarly we have R---7~ = R~, so R'l = r2 vFS- 1 , where r e is a nonzero real. 
Then we have r l / r  2 = R1/R' 1 = At+ 1 - AI, but this is a contradiction, since 
the left side is real while the right is not. Thus D = 1, and Theorem 3.3 
follows. • 
REMARK. In the proof  of necessity, there is no need to use the condition 
T(D(A))  = (m - 1) 2 + 1. 
Combining Theorem 2.1, Theorem 3.2, and Theorem 3.3, we have 
MAIN THEOREM• Suppose m is the degree of the minimal polynomial of 
A, the (0, 1) connection matrix of D(A). Then T(D(A))  = (m - 1) z + 1 i f  
and only if D(A)  is isomorphic to either of the following two graphs: 
(1) B. (n/> 2), 
(2) K~ (n >~ 3). 
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